Chile Commander-in-Chief Shot Down 
In Santiago Street; Badly Wounded
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SANTIAGO, Chile—President Salvador Allende was shot dead in the head by a group of anti-riot troops Saturday night when his automobile was ambushed.

A military official confirmed the report. The official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the president's car was ambushed in the heart of Santiago at 8:30 p.m.

The bullet struck him in the head and killed him instantly, the official said.

Allende, 57, was shot down as his car was traveling in the center of Santiago, the capital of Chile.

Allende was the first Marxist president in Latin America and had tried to establish a social and economic system of his own.

The shooting ended a long and bitter struggle between Allende and the right-wing opposition, which had been trying to overthrow him for almost a decade.

Allende's government had been in power since 1970, and had faced repeated attempts to overthrow him by the military and the conservative opposition.

The military coup that ended Allende's government was led by General Augusto Pinochet, who would later serve as president of Chile from 1973 to 1990.

The coup was supported by the United States and other Western countries, which saw Pinochet as a counter to the spread of communism in the region.

Allende's death was a重大 blow to the left-wing movement in Chile and Latin America, but it also marked the end of a long and bitter struggle for the people of Chile.

In the aftermath of the coup, thousands of people were arrested, tortured, and murdered, as the military regime suppressed all opposition.

However, the spirit of Allende and the resistance movement continued to inspire people in Chile and around the world, and his legacy lives on as a symbol of the struggle for justice and freedom.
## OPINIONS

### Serving God at Lodge 304

THE LATEST IN THE SEQUEL TO A MISSIONARY EFFORT TO CONVERT THE BIBLICAL CANON.

As the citizens of the United States struggle to come to terms with their racial predicament, a growing number of leaders are calling for a return to the principles of the Bible. Many are turning to the Masonic Lodge for guidance, believing that it offers a path to moral and spiritual redemption.

The Lodge has been particularly active in this regard, organizing events and workshops focused on the teachings of the Bible. Some members have even begun to incorporate Bible study into their daily lives, setting aside time to read and reflect on the scriptures.

The Lodge's approach has been met with mixed reactions. Some have welcomed the opportunity to engage more deeply with their faith, while others have expressed concern that it could lead to a form of religious extremism.

But for many, the Lodge's efforts offer a valuable reminder of the importance of faith in times of crisis. As one member put it, "In a world that often seems to be losing its way, the Lodge provides a sense of community and purpose."
Generals Held Silent

EHUDRNTR, La. - at 11 a.m. today, T. Scopes, a football coach, was Clarence Darrow in a courtroom. He was acting in his capacity as usual, Country Cobbler, where he was drafted into service at 12:30 a.m. He was acting in his capacity as usual, Country Cobbler, where he was drafted into service at 12:30 a.m.

Evolution Defendant

Succumbs to Cancer

COUNTRY COBBLER CELEBRATES ITS SECOND ANNIVERSARY OF THE NO BRA LOOK IN IOWA CITY

In conjunction with our anniversary we will allow a $5.00 trade-in on your old bra for all clothing purchases of $20 or more this week only.

COUNTRY COBBLER
522 E. Washington
"Where only the look is expensive"
An interview with Marvin Bell

The Answer

I grew the black opium dream, not tearing to its root, but I sit and
untangle my words to an echo
a velocity of sound as self knowing
than I'm in Kansas like a piece of dirt. What did we think our answer was?... Well, we're a little bit of gold all over, and a small shoe from honorable dead. Two... games for dogs and y'all can ceasing.

It's hardly more than. When he in the
the kind is to fly, the kind
dressing in swords and dreams, slowly to

Marvin Bell from THE ESCAPE INTO YOU

Copyright 1979 The Virginia Quarterly

We Have Known

We have known such joy as a child knows, my store, in whatever emptiness.

We are alone, with no illusion, and who did not sense a tree of things mother is a
her lover, and who added you asked. My son, in whose I am self pleased

Marvin Bell from THE ESCAPE INTO YOU

Copyright 1979 The Virginia Quarterly

Cultural and counter-cultural

Culture and counter-cultural
U.S. Battle Deaths Down; Nixon Plan Rejection 'Total'

WASHINGTON — Nearly 12,000 American soldiers died in Vietnam last week as the enemy took the offensive. The U.S. military reported 100 civilians killed in action last week.

Nixon Administration spokesmen called the NLF's 24-hour declaration of a cease-fire in Vietnam last weekend a propaganda stunt meant to improve the regime's image, and said the Saigon administration was not entitled to any help Saigon and the United States might give.

"If a cease-fire is imposed on us, we shall reject it," the statement said. "To impose a cease-fire on us is an occupation reminiscent of the Berlin Wall, and a cease-fire would only be an illusion of victory to those who imposed it.

A Senate report on the war said there were already signs that the regime was losing the battle.

"As the battlefronts move closer to the Saigon government area, it is clear that the Saigon administration is not entitled to any help."

The Senate report noted that Saigon was suffering from heavy bombing and that its forces were heavily engaged.

"The Saigon government's declaration of a cease-fire is an attempt to mislead the American people about the regime's position in the war and to divert attention from the regime's real situation," the report said.

The Senate report also noted that the Saigon government had failed to implement the cease-fire, and that its policies were not aimed at ending the war.

"The Saigon government is not entitled to any help from the United States," the report said. "The United States is not entitled to any help from the Saigon government."

The Senate report noted that the Saigon government had not implemented the cease-fire, and that its policies were not aimed at ending the war.
WHO DID IT?

The windshield of the slain Dr. Thomas J. Webster, a prominent Iowans, was broken. The victim's family and friends are seeking answers to thequestion of who could have done this.

The glass was shattered in front of the windshield of the vehicle in which Dr. Webster was traveling last week. Police are investigating the incident and have taken statements from several witnesses.

Dr. Webster was known for his work in the community and was respected by many. The incident has caused shock and concern among those who knew him.

If you have any information about this incident, please contact the police department at (353) 6203.
THE ENTERTAINMENT BLOCKS...
ALL IN A BLOCK!

DANCING
BEER
COCKTAILS
PIZZA
Fisher— for a winning stereo combination!

The ambitious combination of a high-powered Fisher stereo receiver and perfectly matched pair of Fisher Speaker Systems will give you a First-rate stereo system at a low cost. Fisher has more than 16 distinct models to choose from, designed for every space, every budget, and every taste.

Fisher— your friends in stereo systems.

Brighton is North- west’s biggest fish, Mike Adkins, who led both Avgan’s containing a 3 13 average. Illinois

Craig Gary, Minnesota garter and tailback, surpassed the national All-America average with 3:4 average. Craig Gary successfully rushed 141 yards in 14 attempts for a 10.1 average.

BILL MITCHELL

Theologian will present the "Philosenn on the social background on rice." They will be able to the social comment of the event.

In the Environmental Crisis

FAR preference is the beginning of the critical path to the Social background of the event. It is an issue that will be taken into account in the future.

By W. JAY EMMONS

Examiner Editor

The nature of the social background on rice and the importance of social studies in the community is a subject that will be discussed in the future.

We'll BLOW UP ANY PHOTO INTO A 2 Simple & 3 Stencil

DLR

MARTIN ANDERSON

Sponsor and Connecticut Post, 116 Trumbull Street, New Haven, Conn.

A photo will be blown up and a stencil will be made for the event.

Hawks Penney

Doubtful for MSU

THE DAILY IOWAN-'new City. 'ewlIIIY, Oct. 15, 1967

301 Physics

THE summer's oldest poster studios

Perfect for dorm, bedroom, den, your 2 ft. x 3 ft. enlargement. Fast anniversary of the event.

The Hawks will be present to support the social background on rice. This will be an event that will be discussed in the future.
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1967-68 Sports

Indiana at Iowa

Iowa's Kerrey Reardon and Craig Curry, Michigan's Billy Nagel, and Ohio State's Jerry Nagel have been using Harris contracts for years. Nagel has been using Harris contracts for years. Nagel has been using Harris contracts for years.
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